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Vowel Shift in Northern New México

Chicano English

Introductíon

It is well known that Chícanos who speak Chicano English (=ChE) live in

multilingual/multidialectal communities. Thus, there is much regional linguistic

variatíon within the ChE dialect.^ This pilot study uncovers one such dialectal

variation spoken in Northern New México (=NNM). In this particular región, the

fluentChE spoken as a first languagemost likely originated in the variety ofEnglish

spoken by immigrants from México who have leamed English as a second

language. This variety, however, became nativized by subsequent generations, and

is often the only means of communication. (Peñalosa 1980: 118) Because the

inhabitants of this predominantly monolingual environment are not recent immi-

grants from a spanish speaking country, their English is not a result of language

interference but is strongly rooted in the región transcending age, race and

socioeconomic status. The main focus of this pilot study is to describe the vowel

shift in the monolingual ChE spoken inNNM which I have found to be systematic,

proving that the ChE spoken specifically in this región is a dialect of StE worthy of

study independent of other dialectal variations ofChE. This is an important subject

since there exists a large and rapidly growing population of monolingual ChE
speakers living in the southwestem United States, yet there are comparatively few

studies done in this área.

Subjects

The subjects used in this pilot study are ali monolingualChE speakers from Las

Vegas, Sapello and Santa Fe; these towns are ali located in NNM. The subjects

consist of a thirteen year old chicana, a thirty-four year old chicana high school

mathematics teacher, a sixteen year old chicano, a fifty year old homemaker, a

twenty-six year old chicano hardware store worker, a chicano dentist of forty-nine

years of age and a fifteen year old non-chicana. My subjects were chosen as a

convenient sample, the only criteria being that they had lived most of their lives in

this región and that they only speak English.
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Methods
The data formy findings was gathered in Las Vegas and Santa Fe, New México

and consists of unscripted taped conversations at a high school basketball game,

with shoppers downtown, and in a hardware store. Following these conversations,

the subjects were asked to read lists of words in which vowel sounds appeared in

every possible environment and position such as word initial, word final, stressed

and nnstressed positions.

The study

This paper is organized as foUows: I will first show the phonetic representa-

tions (=PR) of each vowel as they occur in StE and the change that they undergo in

ChE. Following the examples of these vowel shifts, a rule will be formulated for

each vowel phoneme, and the shift will be diagrammed on an American English

vowel chart.2 Finally, once each vowel shift has been described separately, I will

combine ali of the data to illustrate the vowel shift pattem inNNM ChE. While each

vowel phoneme has many distinctive features, I will only include those which are

relevant to the study at hand.

Analysis

I tum now to the analysis of the high tense vowels /i/ and /u/. StE vowel

phonemes are compared with the ChE pronunciation of the same word to show the

resulting PR of the ChE vowel.

/i/ (PR)
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for later comparison to note that this shift occurs on the primary stressed vowel. As
the examples above illustrate, the [+high] [-back] phoneme /i/ in StE becomes the

[-high] [-back] phoneme fU in ChE when on aprimary stressed vowel before a velar

£. This mie could be temporarily formulated as follows:

RULE A i—>I/(Co)
+ stress

The following examples demónstrate the [+high] [+back] StE phoneme /u/

becoming the [-high] [+back] phoneme /U/ when pronounced in ChE:

/u/ PR
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-back
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primary stressed vowel for which I have developed the foUowing rule:

RULEC [E]^[aE] / £

+stress

We will observe now the contexts in which the [-high] [-low] [+back] phoneme

/Q/ in StE becomes [+low] [+back] /a/ in ChE:

/a/ - PR
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/O/ -

hot

august

mommy
far

polish

PR

/O/

[hot]

[5g9St]

[mí5mi]

[for]

[píllj]

IiQl

[hot]

[ágast]

[mdmi]

[for] _

[pdUÍ] 1

Id

(ChE - PR)

I have developed the following rule for this shift in which the [-high] [-low]

[+back] phoneme /O/ becomes the [+low] [+back] phoneme IqI before any conso-

nant and on the primary stressed vowel:

RULE E [0] [0] / (Co)

+stress

The above examples show the underlying and phonetic and surface represen-

tations of the three [-high] [-low] stressed vowels. Let us now complete this part of

the study by adding the vowel shifts from this section to those of the high vowels

firom the preceding section for a comprehensive view of theNNM ChE vowel shift.

-back
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As shown in the previous data, ali the shifts appear only the primary stressed

vowel. In addition, we cannow assert, by lcx)king at the aboveChE vowel shift chart,

that, in every case studied, the shiftconsists in adrop ofonenotch on the vowel chart.

Ali this data will now be combined to fonnulate these two constants into the least

possible rules, in this case two. One for the [-back] vowels and another for the

[+back] ones since there are only two major contexts in which these shifts take

place: before a velar £ and before any consonant respectívely.

i
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discussed in depth to describe the dialect of Brazilian Portuguese, Caipira Portu-

guese. (Parodi & Quicoli 1992)

Pilar Hernández

University of California, Los Angeles

NOTES

1 This subject is dealt with quite extensively in Form and Function in Chicano English (J.

Ornstein-Galicia 1984) and Chicano English: an Ethnic Contact Dialect (Penfield, J and J.

Ornstein-Galicia 1985).

2 The American English Vowel Chart used in this study was taken from Peter Ladefoged's

A Course in Phonetics. 1982.

3 This definition is in Webster's New World Dictionary. 1980. 389.

^ These vowel system changes are summarized in Francis Katamba's An introduction to

phonology. 1989. 137-140.
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